SHORT GUIDELINES

Preparing the manuscripts:

- Manuscripts must be prepared using the SIF package for Nuovo Cimento and according to the “Style Guide”, which can be downloaded from [www.sif.it/SIF/en/portal/journals/ncc/contributors](http://www.sif.it/SIF/en/portal/journals/ncc/contributors).

- We strongly recommend, in particular, to adhere to the following Nuovo Cimento standards described in the style guide and summarized here below:

  a) Author(s) name(s) and affiliation(s):
     First names of authors should be abbreviated unless specified.
     Affiliations must be indicated for each author and should be complete.

  b) Classification numbers:
     Each manuscript must be assigned indexing codes. Provide a maximum of 3 PACS (Physics and Astronomy Classification Scheme) numbers and corresponding definitions. PACS is prepared and published by the American Institute of Physics:

  c) Main body of the paper:
     The words “section(s), equation(s), figure(s), reference(s)” should be abbreviated as “sect(s)., eq(s)., fig(s)., ref(s).”.
     The expressions *e.g.*, *i.e.*, *et al.*, *versus* should be set in italic.
     Chemical formulas, units of measurement and acronyms should be set in roman.
     Figures, tables and references must be all quoted and numbered consecutively.

  d) Figures:
     Keep special attention to quote all figures, in the right numerical order, and if you use A), B), etc to identify different parts of a figure in the text and caption, make sure that A), B) etc, do appear in the figure itself, (otherwise, notations like: left, right or top, bottom are a better choice).
     Unless otherwise agreed, figures will be printed in B/W but will appear in colour in the on-line version.
     To ensure printability of your figures there are a few rules you should stick strictly to:
     - if you use colours, avoid light yellow, green and blue that normally disappear in B/W.
- Make sure that the lines (especially the boundary lines) be “never” below 0.2 pt width.
- To create the .eps file carefully follow the instruction listed in the Figures section of the style guide.
- It should be better that figure files do not exceed 10MB in size each.

e) References:

Literature citation of periodicals [1–3], books [4], proceedings [5] and preprints [6] should be organized according to the following examples. Note that journal names should be abbreviated according to the list of serial title word abbreviation of the ISDS (International Serial Data System) if available, otherwise full journal names are preferable.


If available the DOI (Digital Object Identifier) of the cited literature should be added at the end of the reference.

Cross-references to papers belonging to the conference must be quoted in the bibliography as follows:

J. M. Smith, this conference, p. ...

**Preparing the files:**

- Use “lower case” names only for your file names.
- For the .eps of figures add a list of file names (always in lower case) if different than fig01, fig02 etc.
- Avoid including non-necessary files as .log, .aux, etc
- Note moreover that the .tex file name should be exactly the same of the directory that contains it.
- Make a compressed archive of your files, including a .pdf which should exactly match the source file.